
Lesson Two

Baithney ka kamra Sitting Room



Possessive Pronoun

Possessive Pronoun Singular Possessive Pronoun Plural

mair-a(m)                                my

mair-i (f)                                   my

hamar-a (m)                                our

hamar-i (f) our

tumhar-a (m)    your tumhar-a (m)                          yourtumhar-a (m)    your

aap-ka

tumhar-i (f)        your

aap-ki

tumhar-a (m)                          your

aap-ka

tumhar-i (f)           your

aap-ki

us-ka(m)                     his/her/its

us-ki (f)                        his/her/its

un-ka (m)                                   their

un-ki (f)                                      their



Possessive Pronoun

In case of Possessive Pronouns, the agreement 

is with the gender of the following noun 

irrespective of the gender of the speaker.

maira ghar (m)

my house

mairi gari (f)

my car



Vocabulary

maira (m)

mairi (f)

my

hamara(m)

hamari(f)

our

aap-ka(m)

aap-ki(f)

your 

aap-ka(m)

aap-ki(f)

your 

Grammar

Possessive Pronoun+ Noun+ Noun+ Verb

Mairi _____  ______hay.

(My _____  is ______)

Possessive Pronoun+ Question word + Noun+ Verb

Aap-ka_____  ______hay.

( ____is your _____)

Describing ourselves

us-ka(m)

us-ki(f)

his

un-ka(f)

un-ki(f)

their

keya what

naam(m)  name

zuban(f)   language

Urdu(f)   Urdu

( ____is your _____)

Maira naam saba hai.(My name is saba)

Aap-ka keya naam hai? (What is your 

name)?

Mairi zuban urdu hai. (My language is 

Urdu)

Aap-ki keya zubaan hai? (What is your 

language?)



Pointing to objects

Grammar

Demonstrative Pronoun+ 

Noun+ Verb

Yeh _____hai.

(This is a _____)

Demonstrative Pronoun+ 

Vocabulary

yeh(s)

this

voh (s) 

that 

meiz (m)

table

kursi (f)

chair

Yeh meiz hai. (This is a table)

Yeh kursi hai. (This is a chair)

Yeh phool hai. (This is a

flower)

voh tasveer hai. (That is a 
Demonstrative Pronoun+ 

Question Word + Verb

Yeh _____hai.

( _____ is this?)

chair

phool (m)

flower

tasveer (f)

picture

voh tasveer hai. (That is a 

picture)

Yeh keya hai. (What is this?)



Pointing to objects 

Grammar

Question Word + Demonstrative 

Pronoun + Noun+ Verb

Keya yeh _____hai.

(Is this a ______)

Keya yeh aaeena hai? (Is

this a mirror?)

Ji-haan, yeh aaeena hai. 

(Yes, this is a mirror)

Vocabulary

ji-haan

yes

ji-naheen

no

aaeena (m)
keya yeh phooldan hai? 

(Is this a vase?)

Ji-naheen, yeh phooldan

naheen hai. (No, this is 

not a vase)

aaeena (m)

mirror

phooldan (m)

vase



Pointing to objects

Vocabulary

purdah (m)      curtain

farsh (m)              floor

qaleen (m)        carpet

chhat (f) ceiling

gaddi (f) cushiongaddi (f) cushion

sofa (m)                 sofa

deevar (f) wall

khirki (f) window

kursi (f) chair

meiz (m) table

tasveer (f) picture

lamp (m)              lamp



Ordering or requesting 

something 

Grammar

Pronoun+ Noun+ Verb

Tum _____kholo.

(You open ______)

Ap darvaza kholain. (You 

open the door)

Tum pankha chalao. (You

turn on the fan)

Vocabulary

darvazah (m)

door

pankha (m)

fan

chai (f)

tea

kursi (f)

chair
Tum chai pio. (You drink tea)

Tum kursi uthao. (You lift the

chair)

chair

kholna

to open

chalana

to turn on

pina

to drink

uthana

to lift



Pointing to our objects

Grammar

Demonstrative Pronoun + 

Possessive Pronoun+ Noun+  Verb

Yeh maira ______hay.

(This is my______)

Question word + Demonstrative 

Yeh maira ghar hai. 

(This is my house)

Yeh aap-ka sofa hai. 

(This is your sofa)

Yeh aap-ka kamra hai. 

Vocabulary

ghar (m)

house

kamra (m)

room

sofa (m)Question word + Demonstrative 

Pronoun + Possessive Pronoun+ 

Noun+  Verb

Keya yeh Aap-ka ______hay.

( Is this your _____)

Yeh aap-ka kamra hai. 

(This is your room)

keya yeh aap-ki tasveer

hai? (Is this your 

picture?)

sofa (m)

sofa

tasveer (f)

picture


